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hibiki harmony orange and apricot fragrance, peppery
spice. The youngest of the Hibikis, showcasing
the perfectly crafted blend of Yamazaki, Hakushu
and Chita distilleries BL. 43%

hibiki masters select honey and vanilla opening,
followed by chocolate and caramel, oakier and a more
complex version of harmony BL. 43%

hibiki blender's choice vanilla nose, dried fruit,

yamazaki 10 medium body with a creamy feel, freshness
20.

25.

lingering citrus leaf, an impeccable blend, Bill Murray's
famed drink in "lost in translation" BL. (D) 43%

hibiki 21 beautiful marriage of fruit, caramel and rich
sherry spice. Elegantly lasting finish with wisps of smoke
The most awarded blended whisky in the world BL. 43%

28.

45.

pine smoke, buttery notes, an absolute favourite SI. (D) 43%
128.

18.

15.

45.

30.

nikka from the barrel full bodied, winter spice, toffee
and vanilla, unfurling warm finish, for Its price, amazing and
even better with a drop of water BL. 51.4%

24.

50.

suntory world whiskey ao blend of five whiskeys from Japan,
Scotland, Ireland, Canada and the USA; smooth, subdued with a
Touch of smoke, fruity nose, easy to handle BL. 43%

kurayoshi sherry malt distilled in scotland and blended in japan,
light on the palate, zesty lemon, bright minerals, hint of malt BL. 43%
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95.

37.

13.

35.

14.

30.

17.

ichiro's malt double distilleries blended from
the old hanyu and new chichibu, apple and pear, incense
wood, spicy, long lasting BL. 46%

clear scent, sour woodiness, short finish BL. 46%

29.

like a pinot noir, juicy berries into grapefruit spice, medium
and dry sweet wine finish BL. 46%

fuji sanroku 50° biscuity scent, strong mouthfeel,

14.

fuji sanroku 18 gotemba limited edition

10.

mars iwai tradition aged in bourbon, sherry and wine barrels,

sweet, almond and creamy soda, dry oak,
long and smooth playful spiciness in the finish,
from the foot of Mt fuji itself SI. 43%

caramel and cherry flavours with deep bourbon notes BL. 40%
18.

23.

ichiro's malt wine wood reserve vinous nose,

grapes mixed with peppers, cocoa medium finish BL. 50%

suntory kakubin floral with brown sugary notes, a
staple blended whisky and mixer dating back to 1937
our house pour BL. 40%

35.

ichiro's malt mizunara wood reserve sharp and
30.

nikka miyagikyo 12 sherry, fruity scents, palate
brings symphony of spices, cardamom, chocolate,
light spicy finish SI. (D) 40%

ichiro's malt and grain blended from all around
the world, sauvignon blanc like nose, sweet vanilla but
range of earthy peppery flavours, a favourite BL. 46.5%

nikka black aromatic fruity and sweet 2017 muesli nose,
malty palate, sherry sweetness with toffee BL. 40%

akashi 5 yr sherry cask bouquet of fruit and vanilla,
silky almond mouth, from a top sherry cask SI. 50%

nikka coffey grain signature grain whisky, made from mostly
corn, bourbon like, fruity, sweet, vanilla finish 45%

sundays spirits yardbird hongkong’s own signature whisky,
fun, approachable, soft and malty, chamomile, white pepper,
dried chilli and super clean BL. 40%

nikka coffey malt distilled in a coffey still, unusual for a malt
whisky, robust, spicey, caramel and butterscotch palate (D) 45%

cucumber and pine, light smoke, delicate finish SI. 43%

hakushu 12 light, pure, clean, floral and fresh, subtle

nikka yoichi 10 peachy notes, nutmeg spice, smoky
palate infused with dried fruit and oak SI. (D) 45%

biscuits and raisins, thick honey, playful finish, the last of
the highly sought-after limited-edition expressions SI. (D) 43%

hakushu distillers reserve very green, minty,
70.

nikka yoichi firm, balanced with spices, fresh fruit, melon,
kiwi, touches of peat, long silky and deep finish SI. 45%

malt and oak, long, well balanced fruity, sherry finish SI. 43%

yamazaki 2017 limited edition notes of toffee,

nikka taketsuru sherry plum nose, chocolatey, tobacco leaf,
slight smoke with final hint of coffee BL. 43%

of nuts and oils, toffee, zesty peach finish,
from Japan's oldest distillery SI. 43%

yamazaki 18 lovely aroma of dark fruit, caramel, vanilla,

liqueur and sherry for a finely tuned malt, crisp finish BL. (D) 43%

hibiki 17 velvet mellow wood, hints of cinnamon,

25.

yamazaki 12 complex character with a palate

subtle touch of red wine, Suntory’s newest Hibiki BL.43%

hibiki 12 luscious marmalade, flavoursome plum

of green apple, matured in ex-bourbon barrels SI. (D) 40%

27.

19.

49.

14.

mars burn the barrel 2nd ed. limited edition release nov 2019,
bbq roasted rosemary herbs, wood smoke charcoal, ashy finish with
cinnamon mints BL. 43%

12.
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16.

